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I. Introduction 

Use of Audio 

The learners especially my first year engineering college students on their very first day experience that 

listening is the key to learning and speaking a language. We start with an informal chat where we all listen to 

each other and talk about the first thing that we do with a language, how we learn Hindi. On this very first day 

we use both Hindi and English to establish comfort level with each other. The introduction session goes on 

where some students introduce themselves in Hindi, some try in English, too. We also look for the best 

performer and soon decide that a person to be a better performer needs to be a careful listener so that he 

becomes an intelligible and acceptable speaker. A sample of audio use we use is illustrated here in this paper. 

Abstract:  Many teachers use audio material on tape, CD or hard Disk when they want their students to 

practise listening skills. Here the teacher himself has to select suitable material for teaching either from 

published electronic media or has to construct them on his own. The materials in my case are basically 

teacher constructed or adapted materials from social situations and/or popular contexts of interest like 

sports, cinema, and science, for example.   Suitable pieces from newspapers, film, and science magazines 

can also be utilised as "Unseen Passages' for Reading Comprehension and language points can be 

extracted from them for teaching grammar. These written forms can later be recorded in the form of audio 

to fuse in listening and reading skills. This is more and more possible as the course progresses.  

Now one can get enough materials in the form of audio- video cassettes and CDs and also from authentic 

websites like Cambridge English, British Council to name just a few. The teacher can sometimes use the 

same material for the learners but must be careful enough to establish focus on fluency and accuracy for 

them. 

Advantages: recorded material allows students to hear a variety of different voices apart from just their 

own teacher’s. It gives them an opportunity to ‘meet a range of different characters especially where “real” 

people are talking. But even when recordings contain written dialogues or extracts from plays, they offer a 

wide variety of situations and voices. 

Audio material is portable and readily available. Tapes and CDs are extremely cheap, and machines to play 

them are relatively inexpensive. Now that so much audio material is offered in digital form, teachers can 

play recorded tracks in class directly from computers. For all these reasons, most course books include 

CDs and tapes, and many teachers rely on recorded materials to provide a significant source of language 

input. 

Material Development: keeping in view the importance of use of audio in class room, a teacher can 

customize the available audio material available in Internet and in other resourceful books and enhance the 

students’ skills and language .The materials to develop can take various forms and shapes like role-play, 

conversation, interviews, story-telling and gradually the students can use such inputs to transfer their 

learnings into their own real life situations. These practises have indeed shown very promising results and 

make the classroom learning very real. 

The materials developed here get into the format for enhancing the listening subskills: listening for gist, 

listening for specific information, listening for detailed information, listening for signposting, listening for 

inferring underlying meanings and thus would provide the learners to experience authentic language 

listening and internalize the language to attend autonomy. A sample is also presented here under Use of 

Audio. 

Keywords: Audio materials, format for material development through listening.   
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This on the very first day and gradually later also, through other audio inputs, provides a significant source of 

language learning, further developing the required skills. 

The first audio clipping they listen to consists of three parts- Part one, Part two and Part three. The tape script 

goes this way: 

Part one. 

 Mr Laker: Hullo! 

 Listen please. 

 I’m Mr Laker. 

 I’m English. 

I’m a teacher. 

 You’re a student. 

 You aren’t English. 

 I’m speaking English. 

 You’re learning English. 

 This is a book. 

 This is a tape. 

 This is a cassette. 

 This is a record.  

  

Part two. 

Mr Laker: Hullo! 

 Student: Hullo, Mr Laker. How are you? 

Mr Laker: I’m very well. How are you?  

 Student: I’m very well. Thank you. 

 Mr Laker: Are you a student? 

 Student: Yes, I am. 

 Mr Laker: Are you English? 

 Student: No, I’m not. 

 Mr Laker: Are you learning English? 

 Student: Yes, I am. 

 Mr Laker: Have you got a book? 

 Student: Yes, I have. 

 Mr Laker: Is it a French book? 

 Student: No, it isn’t. It is the English book. 

 Mr Laker: Good. Where is it? 

 Student: Here it is. 

 Mr Laker: Where? 

 Student: It’s on the table. 

Part three. 

 Mr Hunt: Hullo! I am Mr Hunt. This is my wife Sarah. 

Mrs Hunt: Hullo! I am Sarah Hunt. I’m English. I’m 40. I’m a house-wife. 

 Mr Hunt: This is my daughter. 

 Jane: Hullo! I’m Jane. I’m 18. I’m a student. I’m English, too. 

 Mr Hunt: And my son. 

 Simon: Hullo! I’m Simon. I’m 15. I’m English. I’m a student, too. 

 Mr Hunt: And this is a friend Sheelah. 

 Shellah: Hullo! I’m Sheelah Morgan. I’m 21. I’m a secretary. 

 Mr Hunt: And here is Peter. 

Peter: Hullo! I’m Peter Charlton. I’m 26. I’m a friend of Mr and Mrs Hunt, too.  

 

The students here are asked to just give one word they have listened to from Part one. Most of them come out 

with a sentence. It is often observed that the students do not listen to the question or the given instruction 

carefully. Perhaps this could be one of the reasons for bad performance. Once the students understand the 

objective of their work, the batch starts taking its shape and the students try to give mostly all the words back to 

the black board. It is also found that they mishear a few words like aren’t as want, tape as table and add some 

extra words which are not there at all in Part one. Sometimes they misunderstand words like English as language 

and not nationality. And soon after repeated listening they themselves ask the teacher to rub off the words that 

are not there and the words on the black-board correspond to exactly from Part one. These points thus become 

their strong learning points in learning English and improving alertness of mind needed for careful listening.      
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A lot of listening, thinking and speaking exercises are done through these audio clippings with  questions like 

the difference between Part one , Part two and  Part three, give –tion ending words for all the three parts. How 

many speakers have we in Part one, Part two, Part three?  What can we learn from these audio clippings? And 

the answers are always expected from the students. The teacher never gives answers but only helps them to 

come out with different ideas and answers.  The classroom therefore develops into a field for problem solving. 

Further, taking Part one again they are asked to arrange all the given words considering them as clothes .They 

are asked to arrange them as if they are arranging their own clothes in a wardrobe. They start making stacks as 

shirts, trousers, kurtas and pajamas. They are also asked to rename the stacks with appropriate words with the 

help of a dictionary. The dictionary we recommend is Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary. They look up the 

dictionary and classify even hullo and please. They come with the information that the word hello can be spelt 

as hullo and hallo.  They also learn words like noun, verb, pronoun, article and a few more pedagogic terms 

through these words. 

 
Part One         
Pronoun   - action verb      + action verb       article     noun                         ? 
I am speaking  Mr Laker 

You is  learning  Teacher 

This are listen A English 

    Book 

    Tape 

    Cassette 

    Record 

                                                                                                                                                                  

Students are therefore now able to get dressed smartly picking one word from one   column in the form of 

sentences. Some students try even to give the whole Part one back the way it is in the cassette. It is really a 

remarkable achievement for them as they are able to speak so many sentences in English without cramming. 

This drill with part one also makes them understand what goes with what? They are even able to define 

grammar as “What goes with what, how, when and where?” This practice of thinking makes them say that verbs 

are of two types + action verb and – action verb. Thus they also conclude that basically there are two types of 

sentences +action sentence and – action sentence. The teacher builds   up the whole course on such differences, 

they learn to look for. The whole course is based on these small differences which the learner has to discover 

bye and bye.  The teacher then through the questions and answers in Part two make them learn short-

answers and takes them back again to Part one , Part two and Part three. He puts some more questions with his 

previous set of questions to derive some more learning points. He also asks them to answer the questions in – 

action sentences. The students are able to answer that there is only one speaker in Part one. There are two 

speakers in Part two and there are six speakers in Part three. The teacher quickly adds a few more questions – 

Are there questions and answers in Part one? and the answer is – No, there aren’t. Are there questions and 

answers in Part two? Yes, there are. Is it a difference between Part one and Part two? Yes, it is. The talk goes on 

and they students come out with three –tion ending words as Description, Conversation and Introduction for Part 

one, two and three.   

Part Three 
Serial No. Names Age  Occupation Nationality Relation 

1 Mr Hunt - - - - 

2 Mrs Sarah Hunt 40 House-wife English Wife 

3 Jane 18 Student English Daughter 

4 Simon 15 Student English Son 

5 Shellah Morgan 21 Secretary - Friend 

6 Peter Charlton 26 - - Friend 

 

The students also learn how to introduce, what to say and what not to say when a person introduces himself. 

They learn that Introduction of a person must have Name, Age, Occupation and Nationality while making a 

table of Part three where some columns are compulsory and some are optional. In this way the whole course is 

conducted making every topic creative, entertaining and of course learner-friendly.  

Live listening can take following forms: 

Reading aloud: an enjoyable activity when done with conviction and style is for the teacher to read aloud to a 

class. This allows the students to hear a clear spoken version of a written text and can be extremely enjoyable if 

the teacher is prepared to read with expression and conviction. The teacher can also read or act out dialogues, 

either by playing two parts or by inviting a colleague in the classroom. This gives students a chance to hear how 

a speaker they know well (the teacher) would act in different conversational settings. 

 

please 

                                                                                                                    

Hullo! 
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Story-telling: teachers are ideally placed to tell stories which, in turn, provide excellent listening material. At 

any stage of the story, the students can be asked to predict what is coming next, to describe people in the story 

or pass comment on it on some other way. And as we suggest, re-telling stories is a powerful way of increasing 

language competence. 

Interviews: one of the most motivating listening activities is the live interviews, especially where students 

themselves think up the questions. In such situations, students really listen for answers they themselves have 

asked for – rather than adopting other people’s questions. Where possible, we should have strangers visit our 

class to be interviewed, but we can take on different persona to make the interview more interesting or choose 

the subject we know about for the students to interview us on. 

Conversations: if we can persuade a colleague to come to our class, we can hold conversations with them about 

English, employability skills or on any topic for our students’ value addition. Students then have the chance to 

watch the interaction as well as listen to it. We can also extend story telling possibilities by role-playing with a 

colleague. 

II. Advantages 

recorded material allows students to hear a variety of different voices apart from just their own teacher’s. it 

gives them an opportunity to ‘meet a range of different characters especially where “real” people are talking. 

But even when recordings contain written dialogues or extracts from plays, they offer a wide 

variety of situations and voices. Audio material is portable and readily available. Tapes and CDs are extremely 

cheap, and machines to play them are relatively inexpensive. Now that so much audio material is offered in 

digital form, teachers can play recorded tracks in class directly from computers. For all these reasons, most 

course books include CDs and tapes, and many teachers rely on recorded materials to provide a significant 

source of language input.    

 

III. Conclusion 

The materials developed here get into the format for enhancing the listening subskills: listening for gist, 

listening for specific information, listening for detailed information, listening for signposting, listening for 

inferring underlying meanings and thus would provide the learners to experience authentic language listening 

and internalize the language to attend autonomy. 
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